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Abstract— Air traffic has becoming the main part of 

transportation globally. It is also increasing with passage of 

time But the accident cause of the aircraft either on air or 

land causes the loss of life as well as aircraft structure. 

Recently many of the aircraft goes missing and there is no 

clue of single part of plane like Malaysia flight 370, Egypt 

MS 804, IAF AN32. So, the search operation takes place in 

a big area which takes lots time. One approach to 

eliminating the delay between accident occurrence and first 

responder dispatch is use in accident detection and 

notification system which senses when aircraft crash occur 

and immediately notify emergency personnel. The problem 

is that no such system in plane for locating or identifying 

where the crash takes place and responding the ones in 

charge of flight accident emergencies. Even with passage of 

time survival rate decreases. Therefore, the main object of 

the research is to come up with a system that could report 

the accident and give the actual location of the accident area 

and responder in short time. The other objectives are to 

review the accidents which help to investigate and solve the 

issue. This research introduces the new concept of usage of 

automatic accident reporting and notification system to their 

respective departments at the real time when the accident 

occur. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today the planes and helicopters are the important means of 

transportation internationally as well as interstate. 

According to the current survey the aviation sector is going 

to increases up to 25% till 2020 and increases with the time. 

But big discussion issue among worldwide aircraft industry 

is the loss of the plane as well as passenger sitting in that. 

Within the recent year many civil aircraft like Malaysian 

airline MH370, Egypt airbus a320, Indian airforce N32 and 

many more goes missing with this around 1000 of 

passengers also goes missing. 

The current statics show that aviation industry 

comes in top ten reasons  because of which person dies, not 

only this one out of ten person die in a plane accident. 

Above all this one out of seven crashed  plane or helicopter 

takes atleast 5-7 days to discover and many more remain 

missing. 

Not recovering the crash plane or helicopter or 

human body is not only the big problem, not knowing the 

reason of crash is also a problem which should be take in to 

the consideration for the future purpose. This is not only the 

aviation problem but also become the national problem. 

The current way of cheching plane crash is based 

on radar method which tells only when either SOS message 

sent by pilot or by checking the last location of the plane 

with that miles and miles of detetction area is acquired 

which takes lots of time. 

Detection of accident-prone areas in world, 

documentation of position, injuries and losses, time and 

quality of accidents are of the prime importance in road 

accident management. A number of technologies are being 

used in geometrics for locating and positioning of plane 

accidents and emergence response operations. 

An early emergency response can reduce the 

number of people died on spot. Early response includes 

medical and searching services. Unfortunately, the distances 

and travel times from some accident sites to the hospitals 

can be significant; similar is the case of services from 

helping team to the accident site. 

According to minimum reduction of the medical 

response time can be statistically associated with an average 

decrease of the probability of death by one third, both on 

motorways and conventional roads. This demonstrates that 

GIS and GPS technologies have an important role to 

accelerate accident emergency response. Accident locating 

and response measures are continuously being developed to 

deal with each incident in an effective and timely manner. 

In this research therefore investigation on suitable 

technologies in locating and responding to plane accidents, 

emergency detection and tracking mechanism will be 

studied and a prototype will be developed with the aim of 

reporting, locating and responding to save number of lives. 

So with the help of embedded system and various 

other instruments we design a prototype. Embedded is the 

combination of both hardware and software. Hardware in 

this field is electronics hardware where as the software is the 

programming of the microcontroller. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Earlier the amount of air traffic was less but with the time 

the amount of air vehicles increases and with increase of 

traffic the accidental chance is also increases. Many routes 

are emerging out of the radar where the location detection is 

very difficult. That’s why its results in the missing case 

Planes crash mostly occurs because of the reasons; 

collision among two planes, collision with some stationary 

object like mountain etc. system failure. 

Even if we know that the crash has been occur we 

don’t know the exact position of the crash. So, simply we 

have last method for searching is to check the last location 

and in the basis of the last beep sound and black-box which 

is active for only 48hrs(ideally), we search nearby to that 

area and the area for search is not at all small which takes 

more time. 

So, each plane consist of all required elements, just 

need to use all the things properly. 

A. Case Consideration 

To make the project efficient we have to overcome to all 

possible cases, cases means to cover up all crash 

possibilities so that our system can respond. 

1) First case: the forward section of the fuselarge hit first 

either ground or water surface. 

2) Second case: any of the part like tail, wing get attached 

from the fuselarge. 
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3) Third case: the bottom suface of fuselarge hit first. 

4) Fourth case: to make the system manual so that it can be 

manually send sos message by the pilot 

According to various cases the different action is 

required so to cover them up totally we have considered 

because the equipment for these action will be different. 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

IV. WORKING (PROTOTYPE) 

For the efficient working we have to considered some cases 

First case, when aircraft’s some part get 

damage(like malfunctioning of engine, external damage etc 

etc) 

Second case, when the aircraft coming down with 

high speed or hit the surface either of the ground or water. 

Lastly , a manual condition like if any of the 

system is not responding well or any other situation which is 

not which is not detected by any of the sensors then there is 

manual switch which is enable by the pilot to activate the 

system. 

In this system, there is a location detector device 

which keep updating the location and provide it to 

microcontroller with the same time sensors also feeding the 

data. But if any of the above case happens the 

microcontroller activate the communication system which in 

return start transmitting the coordinates in written form from 

the point when the damage starts occurring till the structure 

hit the surface. 

Actually this system limited the area of search 

because it provide the route and last location which help 

rescue team to locate in very small time. As it start at the 

same time the damage occur, so we get the initial position 

and then at which route it was transmitting its last loacation. 

So, if we considered a condition that body destroy in mid air 

still we can find it easily. 

 

V. SIMULATION 

For the simution, what can be the best example other than 

using a GPS system in current scenario it is the best location 

tracker device which is cheap and easily available. 

Communication system can be replace by GSM system and 

any sensors can be used for this either IR or pressure sensor 

or a simple button and microcontroller. GPS system 

provides data to microcontroller and keeps storing it till 

sensor doesn’t react to the situation and when receive any 

mishappening through sensors GSM activate and start 

sending the message. Software using is embedded C and 

microcontroller using is AVR (atmega8) 

VI. RESULT 

Right now we are getting this message in form of SMS on 

the admin number but can be change to any related authority 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

It is the small step towards the security problem and 

modification of aircraft technique which enable to solve 

most of the problem related to saving people life or related 

to the malfunctioning error catching.  

This system is so easy that any further changes can 

also adopt easily and always ready to update itself without 

further change in hardware . 
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